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Introduction: The primary objective of NASA’s 

OSIRIS-REx mission [1] is to return a sample of aster-
oid (101955) Bennu to Earth. Results from OSIRIS-
REx show Bennu is hydrated and volatile-rich [2], but 
with a far rockier than predicted surface. Images from 
OCAMS [3], revealed distinct albedo and color varia-
tions on Bennu surface [4]. We investigate the global 
photometric properties of Bennu as observed by the 
OSIRIS-REx Visible and InfraRed Spectrometer 
(OVIRS) [5] from December 9 2018 to June 6 2019. 
The aim of this work is to characterize global averaged 
disk-resolved photometric properties with multiple 
photometric models. The analyses are performed over 
wavelengths ranging from 0.39 to 3.7 microns and 
phase angle ranging from 5.28 to 132.62 degrees. We 
modeled the surface of Bennu with five empirical 
models and a simplified Hapke model. The pipeline 
best-fit Minnaert model was applied to correct the ob-
servation of Bennu to standard observation geometry at 
VIS-IR wavelength. We also derived the bolometric 
Bond albedo map of Bennu. The phase reddening ef-
fect and surface properties are also analyzed and com-
pared to other asteroids. The surface composition dis-
coveries using OVIRS data are discussed in other re-
ports in this same conference [6-9]. 

Dataset:  In this study, we analyze data from the 
Preliminary Survey (PS), Detailed Survey–Baseball 
Diamond (BBD) and Detailed Survey–Equatorial Sta-
tions (EQ) mission phases [1]. The light-scattering 
geometry angles (I, incidence angle; e, emission angle; 
and α, phase angle) used for photometric modeling are 
derived by the mission’s automatic pipeline. It derived 
the incidence and emission angles by averaging the 
vectors of 100 rays in each light cone of the OVIRS 
observation geometry using the stereophotoclinometry 
(SPC) shape model v20 [10]. The ground calibration 
pipeline converts the raw data (counts/second) to phys-
ical units (W/cm2/sr/micron) and then to spot I/F (ra-
diance factor, RADF). The performance of OVIRS was 
validated with Earth flyby data [11]. 

Global disk resolved photometry:  
Data reduction. To investigate the global photomet-

ric properties, we need to select the spots to form the 
input dataset for photometry. We follow the steps to 
construct the dataset for photometric modeling: 1) Se-

lect only OVIRS spots that contain the illuminated 
portion of the asteroid, filling the field of view. 2) Fil-
ter out spots with incidence or emission angles greater 
than 70°. 3) Exclude all the spectra with large noise 
(>1.2 mean value) or negative value due to saturation 
based on filtering the 0.39–3.7 µm parts. 4) Exclude 
spots from off-nominal observation.  

Fitting with empirical models. Our photometry 
pipeline was intended to be automated for the rapid 
analysis of OVIRS data for decision-making on tactical 
timescales. It was built in the pre-encounter phase of 
mission with the Lommel-Seeliger, Minnaert, McEw-
en, Linear-Akimov, and Akimov models. 

 
Fig. 1. Model correlation ratio (top) and correlation 
ratio against geometry angles (phase, incidence and 

emission).  
 
We evaluate the pipeline fitting quality using corre-

lation (Fig. 1) and slope calculations. These quality 
plots show similar results; the Minnaert and McEwen 
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models overall are better quality. Two Akimov models 
have strong bias with respect to emission angles. The 
L-S model has strong bias against all three angles. The 
segment boundaries are clearly apparent in the quality 
plot for all models. 

Photometric correction. The OVIRS spectral re-
flectance of Bennu’s surface depends on the light scat-
tering geometry. In order to make comparisons be-
tween different areas and quantitatively interpret the 
spectra based on laboratory measurements, the obser-
vations need to be photometrically corrected to the 
same geometry. In our pipeline we use a common ge-
ometry often used in laboratory setting, (i0, e0, α0) = 
(30°, 0°, 30°) as our default reference angles. The pipe-
line best-fit Minnaert model is used to correct all the 
RADF values of each spectral band to the reference 
angle. Before correction, a smoothing procedure (a one 
dimension and 51 length boxcar filter with polynomial 
order three on each non-scaling parameter) is applied 
on the model parameters over the wavelengths ranging 
from 0.4 to 3.7 µm to reduce the noise of each band 
caused by ignoring the fact that the bands are not inde-
pendent when we model them separately.  

Hapke modeling. We adopted a five-parameter 
form of Hapke model [12, 13] and fixed two parame-
ters as b0 = 1 and h = 0.01. We compare the photomet-
ric properties with w (SSA, Single Scattering Albedo), 
g, and θ. The global average Hapke modeling results 
are shown in Fig. 2.  And we will report the analyses 
for the physical properties base on this modeling. 

Photometric uncertainty. We measure the uncer-
tainty of the photometric correction in terms of how 
much the photometric correction changed the spectrum 
result in 6%. When we make a phase ratio we expect a 
generally low frequency gentle wavelength depend-
ence, such as a slope. We also expect that inside of 
absorption features we will see a sharper wavelength 
dependence to the phase ratio. Based on this assump-
tion we measured the uncertainty with model phase 
ratio as 6% also. 

Further analyses: 
Phase reddening effect and compare to other as-

teroids. Here we will present the phase reddening ob-
servation with OVIRS and the compare of the results 
to other asteroids. 
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Fig. 2. Global Hapke modeling result.  
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